
F3187/4DWZ/DWG: Medium Chandelier

 
Collection:  Nori

 

 

The Nori chandelier by Feiss features vintage elements like beautifully
cascading Driftwood Grey Wood beads and the rustic flair of a Dark
Weathered Zinc finish which brings rich texture to this classic fixture. A
large Driftwood Grey Wood bead suspends from the center of the frame,
adding a touch of elegance to this traditional silhouette, making it work
well in both formal and more casual settings. Alternatively, the
chandelier may be installed with a round bottom cap, for a cleaner look.
The large scale (34” high and 32” diameter) of the Nori chandelier is
perfect for lighting a foyer, dining room, living room, bedroom or even
gracious commercial spaces like restaurants, hotels and retail
boutiques. Exposed candelabra lamping completes the traditional
antique feel of the six-light Nori chandelier.

 Supplied with pre-laced, adjustable 15-feet of wire and 5 feet of chain for
preferred length

 Mounting hardware included for use on flat, slope, vaulted or cathedral
ceilings

 For an eco-friendly lighting design, convert to LED bulbs to offer savings
and reduce energy

 Install a dimmer switch for a warm glow effect and easily change the
look and feel of the room

 Designed for damp and dry environments allowing for occasional water
moisture, such as bathrooms, covered patios or porches

 UPC #:014817574425

 Finish:  Dark Weathered Zinc / Driftwood Grey (DWZ/DWG)  

Dimensions:
 
Diameter: 17.12"
Height: 29.0"
Weight: 5.5 lbs.

Overall Height: 25'
Height wo/ Tail: 25'
Wire: 180" (color;Black)
Chain: 60'
Mounting Proc.: Center Lock-Up
Connection: Mounted To Box

Bulbs:
 4 - Candelabra B10 Torpedo 60.0w Max. 120v Not included

Material List:
1 Body - Steel - Dark Weathered Zinc
12 Accents - Wood - Driftwood Grey / Weathered Iron

Safety Listing:
 Safety Listed for Damp Locations 

Instruction Sheets:
Trilingual (English, Spanish, and French) (F3187-4)

Backplate / Canopy Details:
Type Height / Length Width Depth Diameter Outlet Box Up Outlet Box Down

Canopy 1.0   5.5   

Shipping Information:
Package Type Product # Quantity UPC Length Width Height Cube Weight Frt. Class UPS Ship
Individual F3187/4DWZ/DWG 1 014817574425 20.25 20.25 11.25 2.67 11.8 175 Yes
NJ Pallet 28 48.0 40.0 76.0 84.44 330.4 No
NV Pallet 28 48.0 40.0 76.0 84.44 330.4 No

Visual Comfort & Co. reserves the right to revise the design of components of any product due to parts availability or change in safety listing standards without assuming any obligation or
liability to modify any products previously manufactured and without notice. This literature depicts a product design that is the sole and exclusive property of Visual Comfort & Co.. In
compliance with U.S copyright and patent requirements, notification is hereby presented in this form that this literature, or the product it depicts, is not to be copied, altered or used in any
manner without the express written consent of, or contrary to the best interests of Visual Comfort & Co.




